Important Notice Regarding Online Unit Test – III.

Date: 12-05-2020

(This supersedes earlier notice of optional online examination)

Symbiosis Skills and Professional University is NOT conducting End Semester Theory/Practical/ Skills exams for Intermediate Year Students (students who are not in their final year of the program) and evaluation of these intermediate year students shall be done on the basis of the performance/ marks obtained in internal/continuous assessments and unit test ONLY.

The University has conducted one-unit test before lockdown and one-unit test (through online submission) after lockdown in April 2020.

The University shall be conducting online unit test 3 from 15th May 2020.

The University shall be considering best two out of three unit test marks for the calculation of grade in In-Sem (Continuous Assessment Theory) and End-Sem (End Semester Theory) examination.

For practical and skills there shall be no separate end semester exam and marks obtained in continuous assessment (of practical and skills) up to lockdown shall be considered for the calculation of grade in In-Sem and End-Sem examination.

For final year students regular/backlog examinations (Theory/Practical/ Skills); as applicable, will be conducted in July 2020 as per the guidelines of Government of Maharashtra. The schedule for the same will be communicated in last week of June 2020.

Internship assessment of the final year students of BBA and BSc Program will be based on reports / submissions.

NO separate viva-voce will be conducted.

As per the guidelines of UGC students/parents can raise the grievances (if any) with the Grievances Redressal Committee addressed to the chairman at dir_architecture@ssou.ac.in

Sd/-
Registrar
Symbiosis Skills and Professional University.
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